BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Assigning work to processors is a fundamental operation to maximize parallelism in scientific simulations. For the broad category of partial differential equation (PDE)-based simulations on complex geometries, heuristic algorithms are used to partition the descretized geometry, or mesh, into processor sized chunks called "domains." This partitioning can occur "statically" at the start of a computation, or "dynamically" where the work assignments are adjusted periodically as the computation progresses. There is a sizeable body of research in partitioning for mesh-based PDE codes and sparse linear solvers. We recommend [DBK06] as a comprehensive survey article of the field.
The motivation for our work is that at BG/L scale, the scaling and quality characteristics of current partitioners are no longer sufficient. The quality of a partition directly affects the amount of communication overhead and ultimately the overall performance of a mesh-based PDE simulation. Scaling has recently become an issue because high quality partitioners, such as ParMetis [KK99] , do not run on more than 16K processors of BlueGene/L (see Fig. 1 ).
Zoltan [Z07] is a collection of parallel load balancing algorithms supported by ASC at Sandia National Laboratories and includes ongoing algorithmic research [C07] by the discrete math group at Sandia as well their academic collaborators. Zoltan had already been ported to a wide variety of computing architectures, but not BlueGene.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
We ported Zoltan to BlueGene and created enough software scaffolding to load up representative problems given to us from programmatic partners. We generally relied on Zoltan's internal capabilities to report generally accepted quality metrics such as balance, number of cut edges, and number of boundary zones, but also produced the new domain assignments (a.k.a. "colormaps") for programmatic partners to independently.
This TechBase also benefited from the enthusiastic participation of Karen Devine from Sandia, Albuquerque who is a researcher and developer of Zoltan. During the course of this TechBase she also visited LLNL, met with programmatic partiners, and gave a talk in CASC.
RESULTS
The following results were using the CrookedPipe sample mesh series. This series of meshes were generated for 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 subdomains at a fixed ratio of 1150 zones per processor. quality metrics we consider was number of edges cut and number of boundary objects. Each of these metrics appear in their own graph with the min, max, and mean. The cost in wallclock time is superimposed on both charts and uses the right vertical axis. The quality of the partitioning has a disproportionate effect on the total time to solution on a full calculation, so the times in any of these load balancing steps is largely negligible.
The initial partitioning of the sample tests is very good, and very similar to the multilevel graph partitioning algorithm in Zoltan. Upon further inquiry, it was revealed that the sample meshes were load-balanced by ParMetis before being written to disk and given to us. Furthermore, Zoltan does not implement its own multilevel graph algorithm, but uses ParMetis for that case. So the corrolation turned out to be another validation that we are reading the input files correctly and presenting the appropriate callbacks for Zoltan.
There is no data for the BlueGene because that algorithm did not run to completion successfully on that architecture. This algorithm is based on a newer model than standard graph partitioning and promises to generate high quality load balancing. However, it is also known by its implementers to be even more memory intensive than ParMetis, so we did not pursue this algorithm further.
Another surprise was with the maximum number of boundary zones in a subdomain generated by some of these algorithms. Remembering that there is only 1150 zones in a subdomain, RCB, RIB, and HSFC algorithms all generated at least one domain with all surface zones, no purely internal zones that could be computed independently. This is an extremely undesirable characteristic.
One open question is why the 2-D RIB algorithm is better than the 3-D version. Whereas RCB is locked into cutting along the Cartesian planes, RIB is supposed to be able to cut at whatever angle it chooses. Certainly the input mesh is "almost" 2-D. The RIB algorithm could reasonably be expected to only make cuts perpendicular to that plane on its own accord without extra guidance from the operator.
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CONCLUSION
Zoltan appears to be a capable implementation and front-end to several load-balancing algorithms. Unfortunately the algorithms simply aren't sufficient for the extreme scale and memory constraints presented by BlueGene/L. Investing in algorithmic research appears to be necessary to effectively balance the computation and communication on these machines at full scale.
